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ABSTRACT

This paper primarily brings up the education of maritime and sweetening. The paper tries to

elucidate why jurisprudence education is important in the Indian context and how a lot of

such education is increased and raised to its fullest potential among maritime educational

activities. During this study, we tend to perceive maritime education acts as an associate

degree knowledge base field that embraces ship management, human sorts important

monolithic skills. This paper is structured as follows: gift truly of maritime education in

Bharat Bharat Asian country Asian nation} followed by a proof of the methodology and

discusses the empirical result and examines the structures and characteristics of the stress for

below and postgraduate maritime programs in India. This paper suggests that educational

activity got to focus only on half – graduation. This text also analyses the jurisprudence of

Asian countries and the Law concerning ship arrests, together with the jurisdiction,

permissible claims, and procedural aspects of ship arrests in an Asian country. The paper

contains the goals and aims of the system, the profile of a graduate of a maritime university,

and the academic method that's accomplished through a structure of the system.



Objective question: The objective of the paper is to know that

1. To understand the nature of maritime education in India.

2. To explore the role of maritime in India.

Research question:

1. Why maritime education does not exist in India?

2. What is the purpose of maritime law Education?

Methodology: This research paper have applied secondary data that have been collected

from book article, newspaper, books, and I would also try to interview society and the legal

person who has gone deep-rooted in this field

Keywords:Maritime Education, Maritime Programs, Postgraduate.

INTRODUCTION

Maritime law is also known as admiralty law. Trade is the lifestyle blood of a country, and

worldwide change is carried out predominantly via the mode of shipping. India is a rising

financial superpower, a lot of that is on account of a spirit of entrepreneurship and a visionary

intuition inherent in its people. India enjoys a wealthy maritime historical past in change and

trade, and its related regulation is firmly rooted in ancient antiquity. The remnants of a dry

dock within the historical port of Lothal in Gujarat undergo evidence of a flourishing sea

change among that location of India and the Persian Gulf and Arabian Sea areas.

1. In the Manu Samhita, which dates to 900 B.C. again, there are recorded policies of

maritime regulation concerning the bottomry and the reputation of the maritime settlement.

2. In highly recent instances, whilst Britain dominated the waves, India became the jewel in

its crown.

The transition of impartial India to sovereign statehood became marked by adopting

numerous British institutional foundations and superstructures. Among them is the criminal

framework characterized through the English not unusual place regulation tradition. Within



that framework, there may be entrenched Indian judicial gadget the so-referred to as

admiralty jurisdiction. Modern Indian jurisprudence is enviably prolific, and the criminal

gadget itself enjoys an excessive diploma of reputation and reputation at the least in not

unusual place regulation circles. However, within the side, the subject of maritime regulation,

India is but to stabilize a role of superiority within the worldwide arena. It is needless to

probe into the motives for the extant country of affairs; instead, it's miles critical to

understand the sizeable capability for growing the criminal aspect of the maritime region in

India which could cause a promising professional direction for maritime regulation aspirants.

This truly limitless capability is realizable via sound college schooling in public and personal

maritime regulation. Of course, It has to be accompanied through expert criminal schooling

and practice. To cease particularly and reap the favored goals and targets in general, the assist

and involvement of each the private and non-private region were vital. The maritime

industries, including shipping, involved authorities departments, and agencies, establishments

of better learning, the regulators of criminal qualification’s and the criminal career itself have

to all play their respective roles. India, a main coastal country, has several public regulation

pastimes, including workout sovereignty over its territorial seas and sovereign rights over its

ocean resources, exploration, and top-quality financial exploitation. As a port country, India

is glaringly inquisitive about declaring its port country jurisdiction below worldwide

regulation and effectuating it via port country manipulation of visiting ships. India is likewise

a flag country and the main buying and selling country. Therefore, commercial maritime

pastimes of India are similarly critical, and in this regard, the function of personal maritime

regulation is self-evident. The development of maritime affairs, whether public or personal,

relies upon a huge volume at the availability of maritime regulation knowledge within side us

of a. Hitherto, this knowledge held through resident Indian nationals in addition to expatriate

Indians dwelling overseas has been in large part received from academic and expert

establishments with inside the western international.

3. While technical maritime education and schooling is international elegance and has been

so for numerous decades, placing India as possibly the maximum admired group delivers us

of a with inside the international, maritime schooling with inside the subject of regulation is

markedly deficient.

This paper explains what maritime regulation, in essence, is; why schooling in maritime

regulation is vital with inside the Indian context; what the prevailing centers of excellence in



maritime regulation with inside the international are, and the way such schooling can be more

desirable and lifted to its fullest capability with inside the better schooling milieu in India and

particularly the countrywide college schooling gadget at each undergraduate and submit-

graduate levels.

The paper tries to expose that the advent of fundamental maritime regulation topics in

programs main to the Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.) diploma in Indian universities is an

acceptable first step. This will, of course, necessitate adjustments to the Bar Council of India

guidelines. four As a second step, postgraduate programs main to suitable regulation levels at

the Master's degree with a specialization in maritime regulation will want to be positioned

into place to offer sound and complete remedy of maritime regulation topics. This is possibly

the maximum feasible method to attaining the favored objective. Finally, there have to be

scope for modern and ahead-searching studies on current and topical problems in maritime

regulation, each public and personal, which may also cause appropriate doctoral and submit-

doctoral qualification.

LITERATURE REVIEW

 Lekha Ravi 'IIRE journal of maritime research and development'4(2),14-14,2020

In this paper, the author explained that is we look at the current situation in India maritime

law education playing a unique role in the field of study. This article divides this uniqueness

into two factors. Firstly he said maritime education is a puller to the built global standard and

is still evolving in curricula. This article also touches how in The British period, they led the

maritime sector to his royal navy and how this education is framed how we can trace

maritime education

 Syanda A. Mthuli, Andile C.Biyela 'maritime education training vol.17, No. 1:22-

050-2015

This paper discusses the relationship between home location and course enrolment in the

maritime industry and the relationship between two categorical variables, and which study

filed influenced by maritime industry and perception in mind and the data proved that

association between the variables



LEGAL HISTORY OF MARITIME LAW

India incorporates a long-standing history in managing the o. It has had a

distinguished tradition with trade and commerce for many years, each among the region and

on the far side of its territorial borders. India's maritime history dates back to the third

millennium BCE, and since then, several ships have sailed from Bharat and India. Therefore,

although there was no statute law because the one that exists these days, the customs and

laws regarding the ocean and maritime activities are breathing since time out of mind.

This article analyses the jurisprudence of Bharat and also the Law regarding ship

arrests, together with the jurisdiction, permissible claims, and procedural aspects of ship

arrests in Bharat. Before Independence, the Law regarding maritime laws in Bharat was ruled

underneath the British government. The Coasting Vessels Act, 1838, interior Steam Vessels

Act, 1917, Admiralty Offences (Colonial) Act, 1849, Indian Registration of Ships Act, 1841,

Indian Ports Act, 1908, management of Shipping Act, 1947 are a number of the laws that

manage varied aspects of maritime in Bharat.

JOURNEY TOWARDS ESTABLISHING INDIAN MARITIME UNIVERSITY

In the current year, the effect of technological tendencies may be very lots seen in the

maritime enterprise. Foreign exchange contributes approximately 20 in line with cent of

India's gross home product (GDP); however, as a percentage of global-wide exchange, it

presently hovers at simply beneath each one in line with cent. The authorities plan to double

this parent in the subsequent 5 years. Considering that ninety-five in line with cent of this

exchange is seaborne, you can still consider the diploma of dependence at the seas that

destiny will bring. Thus, the delivery enterprise is efficaciously the facilitator for this

worldwide economic system, and delivery will retain to affect the lives of increasingly people.

Ships designed to hold liquid crude or bulk fabric, including ores and minerals, have also

developed their size. Ports that interface between the ocean and the land are in a race with

delivery to construct their centers beforehand to get hold of the brand new ships after they

arrive. To meet the developing demanding situations, there's a vital want to have certified and

educated manpower, the requirement of which has been extra keenly felt now than ever

before. In October 1991, the Government of India appointed a Committee on Maritime

Education and Training COMET; beneath the Chairmanship of Dr. C.P.Srivatsava- Ex-



Secretary General of IMO to have a look at the reputation of marine schooling establishments

and deliver suggestions. The Committee made the advice for the formation of Indian

Maritime University. Efforts had been taken via way of means of the Department of Shipping,

Ministry of Road Transport and Highways to make the suggestions a reality.

After a laborious effort, an Act was passed the Parliament on 12th November 2008 to

installation Indian Maritime University (IMU) with its headquarters at Chennai and nearby

campuses at Chennai, Mumbai, Kolkata, and Visakhapatnam. The University was modified

to be an education and affiliating University. The University will play a vital function in

developing and presenting massive sort of education guides predominant to the award of

Degree, Post Graduate Degree and Ph.D. in numerous disciplines of the maritime

organization besides the prevailing. Training guides to be offered to the port and provider

issuer navy personnel and infuse quality in necessities in the curriculum and syllabus of the

prevailing guides. It will address the prevailing shortage of professional faculty in numerous

disciplines and enlarge guides absolutely in this direction. Further, the guides offered might

be of every on-campus and thru distance learning. The University will deliver adequate

recognition on carried out research. This is truly non-existent at present in the maritime

region in the country. The University should enter into possible collaborations with

predominant maritime universities/institutions worldwide and with top-of-the-line National

Academic and Research Institutions which incorporates IITs, IIMs, etc.

Hence, the imagination and prescient of the IMU is to offer excellent training and

education, to adopt studies of global standard, to grow to be a group of excellence presenting

advice, a guide to the Government, and to offer guidance, guide and supervision to the

diverse education group and to behave as an umbrella to all maritime establishments in the

country. The programmes presented will groom the kids and work towards maritime

employees to excel in their vicinity of responsibilities in all disciplines of maritime region viz

navigational, marine engineering, port management, maritime commerce, maritime law,

marine science, deliver the handling, inland water transportation, etc. The considerable

profits in nice over some time might make the university ascend to excessive positions a few

of the main maritime universities of the world.



THE GENRE OFMARITIME LAW

Before selling the purpose of maritime regulation schooling, it's incumbent upon the

promoter to determine what maritime regulation is. A simplistic solution might be - the

regulation regarding maritime topics. Unfortunately, such a piece of evidence is of very little

help to someone inexperienced in the complexities of regulation, plenty much less in the

rudiments of maritime topics, particularly if the one's topics and the related regulation enlarge

past the boundaries of countrywide concerns to worldwide ones. To position it in succinct

terms, opinion on maritime regulation often rests on one's precise angle. The variety of

perspectives is usually a mirrored image of subjective notion convoluted via means of

semantics. Five Where the angle is industrial, maritime regulation has been variously defined

as the "criminal framework for maritime transport"6 and the "frame of criminal guidelines

and ideas regarding the enterprise of wearing items and passengers via way of means of

water".7 Undoubtedly maritime transportation is an industrial hobby. However, the criminal

framework for such a hobby may be construed as embracing all aspects of seaborne

transportation together with its regulatory regime. By contrast, the undiluted non-public

regulation connotation of the enterprise of carriage via way of means of water of products

and passengers is honestly obtrusive in the 2d definition referred to above. Of course, the

public regulation purist might gift pretty an extraordinary angle of 'maritime regulation' if he

had been to apply that nomenclature at all. If he did, in all possibility, he might be relating to

delivery regulation which he might unequivocally distinguish from 'regulation of the sea';

furthermore, he might emphatically symbolize the latter as a department of worldwide public

regulation. Yet, we can also interestingly look at that etymologically, the word 'maritime'

derived from the Latin means "of or referring to the sea", which expression is pretty wide and

accommodating without regard to any 'public regulation' or 'non-public regulation' dichotomy.

Thus it's far fresh to observe Professor Schoenbaum's all-embracing definition of

maritime regulation expressed as "…the whole frame of laws, rules, prison ideas and

approaches that relate to using marine resources, ocean commerce, and navigation". Nine A

holistic view of the term "maritime regulation" become obtrusive in the writings of Professor

Sanborn as a long way lower back as in 1930 wherein he referred to "an extensively wider

scope" of the regulation maritime which dealt now no longer best with prison members of the

family springing up from using ships, however additionally with the precursor of current

business regulation and worldwide public regulation. 10 Thus, dividing maritime regulation



into its public and personal additives may be alternatively superficial and counterproductive

in particular. At the same time, some hybrids can't be well classified as public or personal.

Casting apart semantics and the illusive bifurcation of maritime regulation, it's far instructive

to observe that maritime regulation, whether or not public or personal, as a prepared prison

field arguably has its roots in the Roman regulation. Suppose one had undertaken the

narrower view of maritime regulation and used the appellation 'delivery regulation' instead. In

that case, one could hint at its origins to the lex Maritima and the lex mercatoria of the

Roman regulation. In the current context, of course, delivery regulation additionally consists

of the maritime regulatory regulation exemplified via way of means of the several

conventions generated via the form of standards of the International Maritime Organization

(IMO) and the International Labour Organization (ILO). Eleven Although, strictly speaking,

the maritime regulatory regulation belongs to the style of public regulation, in the impact it

serves because the operational hyperlink among the general public worldwide regulation of

the ocean from which it derives its raison d'etre, and the personal maritime regulation. The

regulation of the ocean, now in large part codified inside the United Nations Convention at

the Law of the Sea, 1982, incorporates the body paintings of worldwide regulation that is

then fleshed out via way of means of the regulatory regulation and the personal regulation.

Transport regulation or maritime regulation is notionally subdivided into 'wet' and

'dry' components in a few jurisdictions. This is especially the case in England and Wales,

wherein the 'wet' factors are commonly bundled with the caption 'admiralty regulation', and

the 'dry factors' include the maritime economic regulation. Admiralty difficulty topics consist

of collision, salvage, towage, pollutants damage, etc., which fall clearly on the 'wet' aspect of

the spectrum. At the same time, the carriage of products through sea and marine coverage is

'dry' regions of regulation. By contrast, in Canada and the United States, all personal

maritime regulation difficulty topics are known as admiralty regulation and fall the admiralty

jurisdiction of the courtroom docket, or the admiralty courtroom docket if there's one. This is

the case in India as well. In England and Wales at present, admiralty jurisdiction is exercised

through the Commercial Court that is a Division of the High Court of Justice.



WHY SHOULD ONE STUDY MARITIME LAW?

THERE ARE MANY MOTIVES WHY ONE MUST PICK TO EXAMINE

MARITIME LAW:

History of Civilization Interactions – maritime trade paved the manner for one of the first

civilization interactions.

¬Interdisciplinary Understanding – exposes one to the geographical international of sea-

routes, mechanics of ship-functioning, records of human exchange and struggling, etc.

¬Maritime Trade and Commerce – maritime trade stays one in all maximum outstanding

styles of global exchange. Trade-in Indian spices considering those centuries,

¬Prospects of Growth – most business transactions thru the sea hold extraordinary financial

capacity, and as we realize that 90% of international's exchange takes place thru the sea route.

Never a Dull Moment – sea gives an open space; and who desires to appearance the opposite

manner!

¬Learning Maritime Law also has an emotional appeal – an appreciation for sea existence

that's hardly ever skilled through a maximum of the sector's population; the pleasure of

journey being on/surrounded through the ship; openness of notion and expression uncovered

to the sector of limitless opportunities.

CURRENT SITUATION OF MARITIME LAW EDUCATION IN INDIA

Earlier, India was not popular for maritime law education. Bachelor's level law

studies in India are of two kinds; the three-year LL.B. course following a basic Bachelor's

degree and a five-year course following the so-called 'ten plus two' completion of secondary

school education. A two-year Master's degree in law is a possible next step. There is no

systematic education in maritime law. Indeed, it is an area that has largely been ignored in the

Indian higher education milieu, whether within law faculties of universities, independent law

schools, or otherwise. International law is offered to contain an element of the law of the sea.

Unfortunately, there's no specialization in maritime regulation in any Indian college, which

includes the ones positioned in the coastal states of India, wherein there are fundamental



ports. The reasons for the relatively low level of maritime law education are not entirely clear,

although some conjectures can be made. As far as I am aware, the best maritime law

education in India at the higher learning level is offered at the Jawaharlal Nehru University

(JNU) in New Delhi.

There, international law of the sea is offered as an area of study and research at the

M.Phil. and Ph.D. levels at the Centre for International Legal Studies (CILS) of the School of

International Studies (SIS). At present, there is a Ph.D. candidate pursuing research in

Maritime Security. The JNU is worldren owned as a center of excellence in public

international law. New Delhi is also the city where the Indian Society of International Law

(ISIL) resides. It is under the auspices of ISIL that the prestigious Indian Journal of

International Law is published. Many learned articles in the law of the sea have been

published in this journal over the years. Among the few and far between private maritime law

courses presently offered in India, one is an elective course in Multi-modal Transport law at

the Bachelor's level in the Army Institute of Law, Mohali, affiliated with the Punjabi

University of Patiala. At the renowned National Law School of India University (NLSIU) in

Bangalore, in the Master of Business Law programme, an exemplary. An attempt at

promoting private maritime law education has just been initiated at the W.B. National

University Juridical Sciences (NUJS) at Kolkata.

An introductory course providing an overview of maritime law is being offered as an

elective to current LL.B. students to attract interest in this subject. I, along with Dr.

Abhinanyan Basu Bal, lecturer in law at the Faculty of Law of Lund University in Sweden,

have been invited by NUJS to deliver the course. Hopefully, this modest beginning will serve

as an impetus and launching pad for the establishment, in due course, of a maritime law

specialization at the LL.M. level.



3.1 THE GOVERNANCE SYSTEM:

The Governance gadget of the IMU can be just like the Central Universities and the

Institutions of National Importance pleasurable the necessities of the University Grants

Commission for popularity as a University for the award of the degrees. It can have the

autonomy and versatility to perform its mandates with the approval and the consent of the

specific bodies or folks of the University and the Central Government. The Board of

Management of the IMU can be the apex frame for evolving rules and selections at the

functioning of the University. In evolving guidelines for its programme and functions, the

University can have the gain of reviews to be had in a big quantity of establishments around

the arena engaged in schooling and education regarding the maritime sector.

THE INDIAN MARITIME UNIVERSITY BILL -2007

Indian maritime university bill 2007 had introduced on 13th march 2007 in Loksabha.

The Committee examined the Bill and presented its 132nd Report on IMU Bill, 2007, on 17th

April 2008. The Government has considered the Report of the hon. Committee and has

accepted 24 of their recommendations. One of the pointers of the Committee is that there

should be one Maritime University in India. The Government is of the view that, to start with,

established order of numerous Universities at an identical time could create difficulties. This

isn't possible, and It could require away extra skilled, human, and economic assets than are to

be had and could bring the chance of dilution of inputs. It could also deny the funding of

studying and enjoy won from putting the primary University into following Universities. It

could be administratively premature because the demand, region, and jurisdiction problems

could first be thoroughly studied to permit rational funding decisions.

Further, a good deal of the spadework for setting up the Indian Maritime University at

Chennai has because been done. Based on the enjoy won, the Government will review, at the

proper stage, the requirement of greater Universities, and a selection could be taken

maintaining in view the permitting elements like availability of land, assets, presence of

maritime institutes in the region, etc. We, therefore, advocate to set up the Indian Maritime

University in Chennai with campuses in Kolkata, Mumbai, and Visakhapatnam through an

Act of Parliament.



THE INDIAN MARITIME UNIVERSITY BILL-2008

This act was passed on 11th November 2008. This act aimed to recognize colleges

worldwide to promote maritime studies and research in the area of marine and technology

environment and other fields. This college has established 'The Indian maritime university

and the objective of the university was increase knowledge for oceanography, maritime

history, maritime laws.

As consistent with the provision of the act, the ordinance can be produced for troubles

like an admission of college students to college and their menthol, guides to be laid down,

medium of guidance and exam, awards to accept like degree, diploma, educational distinction,

fellowship, scholarship, medal and prizes, behavior exam and hire and render responsibilities

to analyzing our bodies and moderators, situations of the house for college kids of college,

collaboration with different universities in India or aboard, and such different phrases and

situations of a carrier of instructors and different educational staff, organizing equipment for

redressal for grievances of employees.

SOCIOLOGY OF THE MARITIME

In the following part of the text, the review of articles most relevant to the world of combined

topics of 'sociology' and 'maritime' is given. The crucial inquiries to be answered among

others:

There any theoretical issues regarding attainable maritime social science gift within

the articles, what social science classes are mentioned whereas exploring maritime problems,

however social science of maritime problems are outlined and conceptualized if in the

slightest degree, WHO the most actors concerned within the maritime processes and at last is

that the complicated 'nature' of this field of study requiring knowledge base approach. One in

all the foremost overtimes linked topics within the sample of articles review was maritime

professions. In 2013 Michael Bloor analyzed the social scenario on a globalized tar noting

deficiencies in seafarers' coaching, reductions in crew numbers, long hours leading to

seafarers' fatigue, and failures of worldwide trade governance. A year earlier, Leah Hoagland

Howard Carmichael and Saint Andrew Herod the Great (2012) gave a piece of writing on 2

maritime professions – seafarers and Dockers and their recent fight with the liberation and



liberalization of maritime trade at intervals the Union. Victimization of the social science

ideas of habitués, however conjointly notions from the human geographic the angle of urban

social science is additionally gifted within the set of articles chosen for this review.

Socio−cultural and not solely economic aspects of port cities were analyzed within the

original Polish maritime social science.

ENHANCING MARITIME LAW EDUCATION AND PROPOSALS TOWARDS

ACHIEVING THE DESIRED OBJECTIVES:

The Padma Vibhushan, Dr. Nagendra Singh stands out as the most illustrious Indian

maritime law scholars and practitioner. He bore the rare dual distinction of being a jurist and

an author of superlative stature and accomplishment. It is difficult if not impossible to

identify anyone of such outstanding greatness in the modern milieu of maritime law

internationally, let alone in his native India. In my opinion, this scion of international

maritime law who in his lifetime was larger than life itself being Indian is more than rationale

enough for India to pursue world-class maritime law education in the current climate of

economic advancement. India is now a major player in the eastward movement of the, and

there is no doubt that shipping has much to do with the pace and momentum of development.

As an ordinary law shipping jurisdiction with an enviable history and tradition, India can

offer itself a center for numerous maritime law activities ranging from a potential arbitration

venue to a marine insurance market. The admiralty side of the judicial system can be

strengthened with advanced expertise in that field of law, and there is no reason why the

requisite postgraduate education cannot be offered by the law faculties of established Indian

universities and the new trendy law schools. Maritime Law education in India can take

different shapes and forms. In a Bachelor's degree program of a university or law school,

public and private maritime law subjects may be included in the curriculum in as much

variety and depth as may be needed. One must not ignore the fact that today there is

increasing interest in the study of maritime law by non-law practitioners and even persons

without any law background at all. Typically, maritime professionals are involved in various

occupations with a public or private maritime law dimension. Such maritime professions can

range from various aspects of ocean science, marine environmental science, and hydrograph

to engineering and technology. Shipping company executives, government maritime

administrators, marine insurance brokers, crew recruitment administrators, insurance and



average adjusters, ship and cargo surveyors, and academics would have a keen interest in the

field of maritime education law related to their work.

CONCLUSION

The paper attempts to highlight the as-yet untapped potential in India for a career in

public or private maritime law. To realize that potential, what is needed is specialized

maritime law education at the postgraduate level. Given the position of India as an emerging

economic superpower of the current century and the prowess of its citizens in advancing the

cause of shipping, maritime law is a commodity that can no longer be boxed into a watertight

compartment with an innocuous label. When the student of Indians is growing in the current

glamorous realm of information technology, maritime law is being passed by virtually not

noticed. The few practitioners in the field have carved out a niche, but there is room for many

others. The opportunities are innumerable at home and overseas, particularly in new

jurisdictions with high growth factors but infant legal systems. However, the enhancement of

education in India in the maritime law field cannot be achieved without the conscious support

of government and industry alike. The impetus naturally must come from the government

departments and agencies involved in maritime matters. The role of the government would

include the development of strategic objectives and formulation of rational policy to

effectuate the same. Various components of the broad-based private maritime sector,

especially the shipping industry, also have an important role to play in this endeavor.

Government and private universities, including institutions of higher learning dedicated to the

study of maritime law, are seen as providing fertile grounds for such education. Numerous

models are available for developing suitable curricula; these can be obtained from the many

well-established universities with maritime law programmes. In this paper, the leading law

schools and universities offering maritime law have been identified. The availability of expert

faculty must be perused in each case and the relevant scholarly literature in public, regulatory

and private maritime law. Any envisaged programme should also build on what already exists

in Indian universities and law schools. The step-by-step building block approach is highly

desirable, such as what NUJS seems to be aspiring to achieve. Needless to say, maritime law

education cannot be enhanced unless adequate attention is also given to the career prospects

of the graduates. Interest must be inculcated among the educated youth of India, and to that



end, market surveys will be necessary. Now we can see Indian students are interested in

maritime law. Recently an article on ship arrest written by three law students, two from NUJS

and one from the Hidayatullah National Law University in Raipur, was published in a leading

maritime law journal in the United Kingdom. Such interest should be fostered by publicizing

the merits of enhancing maritime law education in India and drawing the same to the

attention of potential entrants into the field. There is a promising future in maritime law as a

career for Indians in India as well as abroad, and every effort should be expended to take

advantage of India's ongoing role in world shipping and its emergence as an economic force

to be reckoned with in the years to come
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